A behavioural analysis of the delayed non-matching to position task: the effects of scopolamine, lesions of the fornix and of the prelimbic region on mediating behaviours by rats.
The delayed non-matching to position task (DNMP) is a widely used automated test of spatial memory, yet its validity has been challenged by suggestions that animals use motor mediating behaviours which facilitate correct responding. This possibility was systematically studied by analysing video recordings of rats displaying delay-dependent and delay-independent deficits following lesions or drug manipulations. Rats were first trained to perform the DNMP task and whilst untreated, a number of potential mediating behaviours were identified from the video recorded behaviour. Two independent raters recorded any apparent motor strategies and attempted to predict the response the animals made during the choice phase of the task by viewing only behaviour during the delay periods. Subsequently, the behaviour of the same animals was examined following scopolamine treatment and following lesions of the prelimbic cortex or of the fornix. The experiment confirmed previous reports of delay-dependent and delay-independent deficits under the varying conditions (drug, lesions), but also revealed that rats use clearly identifiable mediating behaviours that appear to facilitate correct responding in the DNMP task. Consequently, apparent "memory" impairments in the DNMP task, may reflect a disruption of behavioural strategies used by the animal to assist in performing the task.